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ABSTRACT 
A base rate of disrupti ve and inappropriate classroom 
behavior was obtained for 40 junior hig h school children 
from a program for t he soc ially malad justed. Teachers 
involved with these subjects were given a six week in. 
service training program reviewing t he basic techniques 
of operant conditioning. Parents of 12 subjects were 
trained in operant conditioning and were asked to use 
the se techniques to control inappropriate be haviors of 
the subjects at home . When a social and token reinforce­
ment program was introduced in the c lassroom for all 40 
subjects, t he frequency of disrupti ve and inappropriate 
behavior decl ined in all sub jects. Withdrawal of the 
social and token reinforcement program from the classroom 
increased disruptive and inappropriate be havior of all 
40 subjects, but the 12 subjects who were receiving 
operant conditioning at home had a lower rate and a much 
more gradual increase of disrupti ve and inappropriate 
behaviors than the 28 sub jects who rece i ved reinforce­
ment only in the classroom situation. When the social 
and token reinforcement program was again introduced 
in t he classroom, the fre quency of disruptive and 
inappropriate behavior decl ined in both groups of 
11i 
subjects. Pre -modification and post-mod1f1cat1on baseline 
data indicated that operant techniques used simultaneousl7 
by teachers in the classroom and parents in the home w111 
reduce disruptive and inappropriate classroom behavior. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. A Historical Background of Problem 
Praise, teacher attention, stars and grades provide 
adequate incentive for most pupils to behave in a socially 
approved manner in the classroom. However, for some 
students, notably school d ropouts, retarded children 
and some socially maladjusted children, these method.a 
are relatively ineffective. These children who have 
socially unacceptable classroom behavior are generally 
low in academic achi evement and experience difficulties 
in interpersonal relations with adults and their peer 
groups (Fargo, Behrns and Nolen, 1970). Many of these 
children are passed from one grade· to another wi thout 
evidence of academic achievement and this compounds 
earlier problems that are identified by the classroom 
teacher. The difficult question for the school personnel 
is how to bring the unacceptable classroom behavior under 
control so that they may begin to concentrate their 
efforts on raising the academic achievement level of 
the students. 
In situations where the usual methods of social 
approval have failed to change behavior, token reinforce­
ment systems have proven effective (Graziano, 1 971). 
When a token system is paired with social reinforcement 
1 
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it tends to be more effective in modifying behavior 
than either system used alone (Yates, 1970). 
Behavior modifi cation approaches may appear to be 
new but t hey are direct descendants of the basic work of 
Pavlov, Watson, Gut hrie , Hull and Skinner. Specific 
clini cal applications of behavior t heory were actually 
carried out in the 1920's. There is, for example , Watson 
and Bayner's (1920) classic study of Albert and t he 
white rat in which t hey demonstrated t he acquisition of 
a fear under controll ed laboratory conditions. In this 
study, Watson and Rayner presented t he e xperimental 
development of a phobia, compl ete with generalization. 
Moss (1924) used a similar procedure to e stablish food 
aversions in two c hildren. 
J. Stanley Gray (1932) urged t he educator to disavow 
the focus on subjective, internal , teleologic e xplanations 
and instead, to focus on be havior itself. He wrote that: 
Science has refuted t hose theories of learn­
ing which are based on non-scientific postulate s. 
It has re scued the organism from the field of 
teleological phenomena and definitely e stablish­
ed it as part of a physical universe. Suc h 
terms as insight, e xperience, feel ings, will­
power, consciousness, intiution, etc. ,  un1e ss 
t hey are interpreted to be forms of behavior, 
must not be used in t he description of educa­
tional technique s ·and certain1y not considered 
as educational goals. Educators must use 
scientific terminology if they are to be under­
stood e ven by each other. 
Gray asserted t hat teachers should clearly focus on 
behavior, and s hould carefully determine , for each child, 
what behavior i s  to be modified and t hen, with careful 
attention to details ,  control and manipulate all 
'.3 
relevant variables in the learning environment. He 
maintained that any failure in learning is due to the 
failure of the educator to manipulate the relevant learn­
ing variables effectively. Thus, nearly 40 years ago 
behavior modification concepts had already been directed 
toward learning problems. 
The next important contributions to behavior therapy 
were made by Dollard and Miller (1950) with their learn­
ing retranslation of Freudian theory. These efforts 
generated new hypothesis and concepts which illuminated 
the basic processes and principles essential for behavioral 
change. The emphasis was placed upon reinterpreting 
conventional therapeutic strategies and goals rather than 
applying the learning theory orientation directly to the 
development of new techniques and approaches. The initial 
result of the Dollard and Miller synthesis was to perpetuate 
traditional psychodynamie conceptions by making them 
scientifically respectable, while their long-term impact 
was to emphasize the app·11cabil1 ty of ·1earning theory 
to the understanding and control of human behavior. 
Skinner (1953) made an important contribution to 
behavior therapy about the same time as Dollard and Miller, 
when he rejected the notion of a central neurotic state 
existing somewhere within the person, and he considered 
the lable "neurosis" an explanatory fiction. For Skinner, 
people behave as they do, not because of internal and 
perhaps_ •1distorted" motivations, but because of environmental 
4 
contingencies which are sub ject to observation, control, 
and manipulation• Skinner states t hat because of this, 
human behavior can be significantly and permanently 
modified. 
Perhaps it was not until the appearances of Wolpe•s 
paper in 1954, on rec iprocal inhibition t herapy and 
Lindsley•s paper in 1956, on the appl ication of operant 
conditioning methods to c hronic schizophrenia that t he 
field of behavior t herapy received its real momentum. 
Both papers applied learning principles directly to t he 
development of new techniques for treatment. 
Eysenck in 1958, c hampioning the approaches of 
Wolpe and Lindsley labelled t he "ne w" learning approac he s 
to psyc hopathology "be havior therapy." He de scribed 
behavior therapy as follows: 
1. Behavior therapy is based on consistent, 
properly formulated t heory le�ding to te stable 
deductions. 
2. Behavior therapy is derived from e xperi­
mental studies specifically designed to test basic 
t heory and deductions made therefrom. 
J. It considers symptoms as unadaptive 
conditioned responses. 
4. It regards symptoms as e vidence of faulty 
learning. 
5. It believes that symtomatology is determin­
ed by indi vidual differences in conditionab111ty 
and autonomic l iabil ity, as well as accidental 
environmental circumstances. 
6.· All treatment of neurotic disorders 1s 
concerned with habits e xisting at present; their 
historical. de velopment is largely irrelevant. 
7 :  Cures are achieved by treating the symptom 
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itself, t hat is by ext1ngu1sh1ng unadapti ve 
conditioned response s  (DR•s) establ i shing 
desirabl e  CR's. 
8. Interpretation, e ven if not completely 
subjective and erroneous, is irrelevant. 
9. Symptomatic treatment leads to permanent 
re covery provided autonomic as well as s keletal 
surplus CR's are e xtinguis hed. 
10. Personal relations are not essential for 
cures of neurotic disorder, althoug h t hey may be 
useful in certain circumstance s. 
Many of t he conclusions re ached by Eysenck are still 
agreed upon today by most psychologists who ad here to 
behavioristic le arning principles. 
Since 1960, t here have been incre asingly frequent 
attempts to e xtend tre atment to t he "re a·l-life" situations 
t hat e xist in t he natural environment. Consequently, 
m any investigators have discovered the potential useful·ness 
of reinforcement t herapy in the school cl assroom. 
Zimmerman and Zimmerman {1962) el iminated disrup­
tive classroom behavior 1n two emotionally disturbed boys 
by removing t he soci al consequence s of mal ad aptive 
behavior. Allen, Hart, Buell, Harris and Wolf (1964) 
used social reinforcement to control operant crying of 
two kindergarted boys. The two boys who showed a high 
frequency of operant crying were helped to de velop 
more effective response s to mild frustrations� Teachers 
syste mati cally appl ied reinforcement procedure s, gave 
no attention to outcries, unless the ch1'ld was actuall1" 
hurt, and g ave immediate approving attention to e very 
appropri ate response to mildly distressful situations. 
6 
Within a week, operant crying had practi cally disappeared. 
Bart, Allen, Buell, Barris and Wolf (1964) used social 
reinforcement to eliminate isolation be havior of a 
nursery school child; Harris, Johnston, Kelly and Wolf 
(1965) used positive social reinforcement to eliminate 
regressed crawl ing in a nursery school child. ' Clarizo 
and Yelon (1967) used social reinforcement to successfully 
m anage disrupti ve classroom be havior of grade school 
children; The disruptive classroom behavior was ignored 
while appropriate be havior was socially reinforced. Hal l, 
Lund, and Jackson (1968) evaluated the effects of teacher 
attention on study behavior of students. They found that 
t he students spent more time studying when the teacher 
used social reinforcement to reward t heir good study habits • 
. 
Ward and Baker (1968) reported the use of social reinfo�ce-
ment to reduce disruptive classroom behavior of four first 
grade children . ..  
When the teacher's use of praise and social censure 
is not effective, token reinforcement programs are often 
successful in controlling children's classroom be havior. 
Birnbrauer, Wolf, Kidder and Tague (1965) reported the 
successful management of classroom behavior of retarded 
pupils with token reinfrocement; Quay, Werry, McQueen 
and Sprague (1966) report the remediation of aggressive 
behaviors in a spe cial class setting for emotionally 
disturbed children, by the use of a token reinforcement 
system; O'Leary and Becker (1967) reported the use of a 
token reinforcement program in a third-grade ad justment 
class t hat dramatically reduced disruptive behavior. In 
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order to maximize the possibility of reducing the disrup­
tive behavior of the children, O'Leary and Becker used 
token and social reinforcement simultaneously. 
Morice (1968) reported success with seven out of 
eight cases of disruptive be havior• The method of treat­
ment for this study included s elf recording work assignments, 
change of seating assignment, semi-isolation, program 
work, and systematically attending to or ignoring certa�n 
behaviors, and to reward with candy, tokens or some 
permissive activity� Of five cases . of nonattentive 
be havior, two were successfully concluded and t wo were 
reported to have made e xcellent progre ss�· 
Wolf, Giles and Hall (1968) used a token reinforce ­
ment program to manage the behavior of two disruptive 
children in a remed1al · classroom. O'Leary, Becker, Evans 
and Saudaragas (1969) used a combination of social re­
inforcement and token reinforcement to reduce t he disruptive 
be havior of seven children in a second-grade class of 21 
children; 
Thorp and Wetzel (1969) , Fargo, Gehrns and Nolen 
(1970) and Graziano (1971) reported many succes sful uses 
of a token reinforcement system in classroom settings. 
There has been limited research using parents as 
behavior t herapists�· The parent is used in the same manner 
as the ward staff in psychiatric hospitals or the teacher 
in school settings: In this manner behavior modification 
is carried on directly in the situation in which the 
targ et behavior is to be changed• The parents are programmed 
8 
to identify and respond systematically to target behaviors . 
Allen and Harris (1965) reported treating a f i ve 
year old girl whose face and neck as well as other parts 
of her body were covered with open sores and s cabs from 
almost one year of s cratching herself; In this case the 
mother was trained to withold all reinforcement contingent 
upon the child's s cratching herself but to reinforce 
other, desirabl e behaviors; As the s cratching decreased, 
the mother was instructed in appropriate techniques for 
fading the reinforcement schedule. • 
Wahl er, Winkel , Peterson and Morri son (1965) 
present a case of problem be havior in the home that was 
treated by using the mother as a behavior therapist. The 
sub ject was a four year old boy who was "very dependent. "  
His mother was instructed to reinforce his "independent 
behavior" and ignore his "dependent behavior• " There 
was a dramatic reduction of his dependent behavior within 
thre e weeks • .,, 
Hawkins, Peterson, Schweid and Bi j ou (1966) report-
ed a case where a four year old boy was e xtreme ly difficult 
to m anage and control : Treatment was carried out· in the 
home with the parents as th�rapists. The child's 
objectionable behaviors were ignored and other behaviors 
were reinforced: The child's mother reported a reduction 
in objectionable behavior within four weeks from the 
start of the treatment period: 
Walden, Cohen, Bre iter, Daston, Hirsch and Leibowitz 
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{1968) used the basic techniques of operant condition-
ing with p arents of disturbed children to assist t hem in 
controlling the child's behavior in the home. Fargo, Behrns 
and Nol en (1970); Tharp and Wetzel (1969) and Graziano 
(1971) report success when parents are taug ht behavior 
modification techniques for the control of problem 
behaviors within the home. 
In summary, much evidence points to the efficacy of 
using behavior modific ation t echniques by t he teac her 1n 
the cl assroom and by parents at home for reducing soc1 a117 
unacceptable behavior. 
B. Statement of Problem 
The c hild has t hree major social learning situations: 
the family, the peer gro.µp, and the school. It is 
obvious , t herefore, t hat the ideal therapeutic program 
would attempt to operate in these three areas , but this 
is something which is rarely attained. In reviewing the 
research there is evidenc e of use of behavior modification 
techniques by teac hers to control behavior in the classroom 
and by parents to control behavior in the home but this 
investigator could find no reports of a co-oparative 
program between the sc hool and the home. 
The purpose of the present study is to continue the 
investigation of operant conditioning techniques to reduce 
socially unacceptable and inappropriate classroom behavior. 
It is important to explore the use of these tec hni ques 
in various s ettings and under a wide variety of conditions. 
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Therefore, the pres ent study explores the use of operant 
techniques appl ied simultaneously by teac hers in the 
classroom and by parents 1n the home. It also demonstrates 
the effectiveness of operant tec hni ques when appli ed 
only by t eac hers in the classroom. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
A•' Subjects 
The s ubjects were 26 ma1e and 14 fema1e students 
from the Intensi ve care Unit (I.c.u.) at Jefferson Junior 
High Sc hool 1n Mattoon, Illinois• The I.c.u. is a Type 
A Soc ially Mal adjusted program that has been in e xistence 
since 1968: This program i s  financed by t he Illinois 
Department of Special Education 1n Spr1ngf1e 1d ,  Illinois. 
The Type A designates t hat the funding is by teac her 
reimbursement� The teaching materials and pupil personnel 
service are financed by the Community Unit Sc hool District 
No.· 29• This is a program which uses group counsel ing, 
team teaching, group guidance sessions, independent study 
groups, mot1vationa1 f i lmstrips and socia'll reinforcement 
in an attempt to manage t he social and academic needs 
of the socially malad justed student; 
AJ:l subjects were ": "high risk" students in the 
I.c.u. program: "High ri sk" was def ined as, students 
whose I .Q•" fell within one standard deviation of the 
mean on t he Wes ehler Intelligence Scale for Children•' 
They were at least two grade le vels below grade placement 
as measured by the Metropo1itan Achie vement Test, Form 
A. M .  T hey had been referred t o  the program by psyc hological 
11 
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referral by the :Eastern Illinois Special Education Unit, 
or by teacher referral from the feeder elementry school 
and/or parent referral. 
The behavioral characteristics of this group werea* 
2. 
4. 
6. 
a. 
The student's personal and social adjustment 
as measured by the California Personality 
Inventory fell below the jOth percenti'le. 
The student was non-compliant to written 
and stated requests by teachers, parents 
and/or other adult authority figures. 
The student was dependent and lacked the 
confidence and/or competence to complete 
tasks either in supervised or independent 
study situations. 
The student required excessive attention 
from teachers, parents and peers. He 
could not stay on task; This ranged 
from an inability to independently respond 
to a simple problem in division to more 
serious disruptive classroom behaviors. 
The student was withdrawn and did not 
appear to be interested in what was occurr­
ing around him, whether it be in a structur­
ed classroom setting. or an unstructured 
play situation. 
Conversely, the student was active, 
overt-aggressive behavior toward his 
teachers, parents and peer group. He was 
either verbally or· physically aggressive 
depending upon the situation. 
The student's ability to monitor hi's own 
social behavior was undeveloped or impaired, 
especially in community situations where 
the limits were more subtle and less self­
structured. 
The student had a poor self-image as 
demonstrated by dependency, inability to 
compete, inability to accept criticism 
and inability to accept praise. 
*This information was secured from the Counselor at 
Jefferson Junior High School, Mattoon, Illinois, February, 1972. 
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Subjects were assigned to different groups depend­
ing upon whether their parents volunteered and attended 
the parent training sessions. Group I (GI) consisted 
of 14 male and 14 female subjects whose parents did 
not attend the parent training sessions. Group II (GII) 
consisted of ten male and two female subjects whose 
parents did attend the parent training sessions. 
B. Procedures 
Teachers. The teachers attended a six week in-service 
training program in which Dr. Joe Clark of the Adler 
Zone Center presented the use of individual instruction, 
programmed material, prescription writing and child 
management skills. Mr. Archie Burgett, Special Education 
Consultant, Adler Sub-zone Center, Charleston, Illinois, 
provided instruction for observing behavior, recording 
data accurately, identifying contingencies, shaping 
behavior and he reviewed the principles and procedures 
of behavior control. 
Parents. The parents of the subjects in GI! were involv­
ed in a three week training program. Mr. Richard James, 
Chairman of the I.c. u. Program presented informatlon 
about listening, re�lect1on, restatement of feelings, and 
family meetings. Information on baseline behavior, the 
use of contingencies and social and token reinforcement, 
and the use of punishment was presented by the exper1mentor. 
The parents were then asked to identify the inappropriate 
behaviors their children exhibited at home. 
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The n t hey were asked to establish c ontinge ncies using 
t oken and social reinforcement f or appropriate behavior. 
Baseli ne Rec ording. Responses recorded during the basel i ne 
were i (1) t a1k 1ng out, (2) peer talking, and (J) off-task 
be havior. Talking out was defined as any verbalization 
directed toward the teacher, without raising a hand and 
I 
being recogni zed by t he teac her. Peer talking was 
def i ned as a ny unauthorized verbal i zation with c lassmates. 
Off-task responses were defined as a ny activity that 
was not directed toward working at t he students assigned 
task, e xc luding peer talking and talking out. 
The base line data was recorded for te n days f or 
subjects i n  GI and GII. To obtai n  a quantifiable 
measure of t he subjects behavior each session was di vided 
i nto 15 sec ond i ntervals . The observer he.ld a watc h  
with a sweep sec ond hand and recorded whether the subject 
talked out, peer talked, or was off-task at anytime 
d uring the i nterval. The recording was done on record 
sheets (Appe nd i x  A). Using this method of rec ord ing 
behavior for 20 subjects, during a 42 minute c lass period 
it was possible for a response to be recorded eight 
times per subject duri �  t he e ntire session. It was, 
therefore, possible to make a maximum of 160 i ntervals 
containing the responses to be rec orded. 
The observation periods were selected by i nterview­
i ng t he teachers regardi ng the class periods with t he 
hig he st frequency of target be haviors. The base period 
15 
was for ten consecutive school days, following a four 
day latency period to allow the students to adjust to 
a new person in the classroom. The observer recorded 
the behaviors of GI and GII for one class period each 
day (42 minutes). The subjects were involved in the 
same school activity each day during the recording 
sessions. Additional observers were used to check the 
accuracy of the recording done by the experimentor. 
The additional observers were graduate students who were 
instructed never to talk to the children or to make any 
differential responses to them in order to minimize the 
effect of the observers on the children's behavior. 
Mod1f1cat1on Phase. The modification period was nine 
weeks, with social and token reinforcement being used. 
All treatment for GI was carried out in the classroom. 
Treatment for GII was carried out in the home by their 
parents as well as in the classroom by the teachers and 
teacher's aids. 
In the classroom the teacher told the subjects 
that they would receive points four times during the 
class period. The subjects would be checked at random, 
four times during the 42 minute class period by a teacher's 
aid. Each time the subject was checked, he received 
one point for each of the three target behaviors in which 
he was not engaged. Thus, it was possible for a subject 
to earn a maximum of 12 points every day. At the end of 
the class period the points were marked on a large chart 
on display in the room. The chart included the name of 
every subject. 
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The points were exchangeable for back-up reinforcers 
such as candy, ice cream, school supplies, etc. (Appendix 
B). The variety of items made it likely that at least 
one of the items would be a reinforcer for each child. 
The points were exchangable every Friday afternoon 
or.the subjects could save their points for some of 
the more expensive items. 
In addition to the token system the teacher was 
asked to praise appropriate behavior and to ignore 
disruptive behavior as much as possible. For example, 
the teachers were asked to ignore subjects who did not 
raise their hands before answering questions and to 
praise children who raised their hands before speaking. 
In addition the teachers were asked to discontinue 
their use of threats. 
During this same period of time the parents of the 
subjects in GII were using social and token reinforcement 
to control behavior problems at home. 
After the nine week modification procedure was 
removed, a baseline of the three target behaviors was 
recorded for ten consecutive school days. The same 
procedure used in the pre-modification baseline was 
used in the post-modification baseline. After the 
post-modification baseline was completed the modification 
procedure was reinstated for five days. This was done 
to determine whether the reinforcement procedures were 
a significant factor in reducing the disruptive and 
inappropriate behaviors. 
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c. Analysis of Results 
Differences between groups were tested by using 
. 
the Mann-Whitney U test to analyze the pre and post-
mod1f 1cat1on· baseline data. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Results 
Reliability of Observations. The reliability of the 
experimenter!s observations was determined by comparing 
the number of times when two additional observers and 
the experimenter agreed that a specific target behavior 
had occurred. Computation of this data resulted 1n an 
inter-judge reliability index of 84%. 
�-Modification Baseline. Figure 1 shows the frequency 
of the target behaviors observed for Group I during the 
pre-modification baseline period.. Figure 2 shows the 
data for Group II during the same phase. During the ten 
day pre-modification period, talking out was observed 
392 times in Group I. This was a mean of 14.o per 
subject. The daily range was from 36 to 45. Talking out 
was observed 178 times for Group II. This was a mean 
of 14.83 per subject. The daily range for Group ·II was 
from 15 to 20. Peer talking was observed 508 times in 
Group I , for a mean of 18.14 per subject. The daily 
range for Group I was from 40 to 57. Peer talking was 
observed 235 times in Group II for a mean of 19.58 per 
subject. 
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was from 39 to 83. Off-task responses were observed 290 
times for Group II. This gave them a mean of 24.16 per 
subject and a daily range from 20 to 32. 
Application of the Mann-Whitney U test (Siegel, 1956) 
showed no significant diff erence (.05 level} on any measure 
between the subjects of the two groups (Table III}. 
Modification Phase. Figures 3 and 4 show the principle 
effects of social and token reinforcement procedures for 
Group I and Group II. These figures show an immediate 
deceleration of the undesirable behaviors under the 
modification procedures. 
Post-Modification Baseline. Figures 5 and 6 show the 
subsequent gradual rise of undesirable behaviors when 
the contingency was removed from the classroom. During 
this ten day period all social and token reinf orcement 
was withdrawn from the classroom. Group I received no 
reinforcement while Group II was receiving reinforcement 
from their parents for behavioral problems within their 
homes. Both groups showed a rise in  undesirable behaviors 
but Figure 6 shows that Group II had a more gradual 
rise than Group I. 
Talking out was observed 362 times in Group I for 
a mean of 12.97 per subject. The daily range was from 
19 to 46. Talking. out was observed 111 times in Group 
II for a mean of 9.24. The daily range was from 7 to 
16. Peer talking was observed 463 times for Group I 
for a mean of 16.5 per subject. The dai1y range was 
from 28 to 53. Peer talking was observed 201 times in 
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TABLE 1 
Mann Whitney U test on pre-modification 
baseline data (N:::40)* 
Behavior u U Converted to z Sign1f 1cance 
Talking out 
Peer talking 
Off-task 
146.5 
117.0 
161 . 5  
0.63 
1 . 50 
0.19 
* The U values were converted to z scores because n2 
was greater than 20 
** Significant at the .05 level 
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Group II for a mean of 16.0 per subject. The daily 
range was from 1 2  to 26. Off-task responses were observed 
450 times in  Group I for a mean of 16.07 per subject. 
The da1·1y range was from 26 to 66. Off-task responses 
were observed 161 times for Group II. This was a mean 
of. 1 ).41 per subject. The daily range was from 5 to 
24. Table 2 shows the application of the Mann-Whitney 
U test to this data. The test showed signifi cant differences 
(.0 5 level) between the groups for the talking out and 
off-task behaviors. Group II had made a more significant 
reduction in these two behaviors. There was no significant 
difference between the groups for the peer talking behaviors. 
Return to Modification. Figures 7 and 8 show.:.the reduction 
of the undesirable behaviors in both groups when the 
modification procedure·s were reinstated in the classroom 
for five days. 
B. Discussion 
The results indicate an immediate deceleration of 
undesirable behaviors under the modification procedures 
and a subsequent gradual rise when the modification 
procedures were removed. The undesirable behaviors were 
reduced again when the modification procedures were reinstat­
ed for the second time. This procedure of operant 
decrease, increase, and finally decrease of undesirable 
behavior demonstrates that the social and token systems 
and not other f actors, such as the changes that ordinarily 
occur during the school year, accounted for the observed 
reduction of deviant behavior. 
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TABLE 2 
Mann-Whitney U test on post-mod.1f1cat1on 
baseline data (N=40)* 
Behavior u U Converted to z S1gnif icance 
Talking out 
Peer talking 
Off-task 
16.5 
113.5 
81.0 
4.46 
1.34 
2.56 
** 
NS 
** 
* The U values were converted to z scores because nz 
was greater than 20 
** Significant at the .05 level 
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The treatment procedures were not uniformly success­
ful with all target behaviors. The most notable example 
is, the peer talking responses. These responses seemed 
less under the control of teacher attention and token 
reinforcement than the talking out and off-task behaviors. 
Even though there was a reduction of peer talking responses, 
there was no significant difference between the two 
groups. Peer talking may be hi ghly reinforcing and very 
strong in the subjects repertoire. Th1s might also suggest 
that adequate reinforcement was not- being used to modify 
this behavior. 
The results of this study clearly d emonstrate that 
undesirable classroom behaviors may be reduced by using 
social and token reinforcement with teachers trained as 
"therapists." This finding, consistent with the con­
clusions reached by Ward (1968) , has important implica­
tions for in-classroom management of behavior problems. 
First, the availability to teachers of a set of techniques 
for controlling the disruptive and undesirable behavior 
of students is of obvious advantage in  terms of smoother 
classroom functioning. In addition, being taught to 
manifest productive task-relevant classroom behavior 
i s  worthwhile to the child himself. 
The results of this study suggest that operant 
techniques used simultaneously by teachers in the classroom 
and parents in the home will significantly reduce dis­
ruptive and inappropriate classroom behavior. This study 
also demonstrates that such undesirable classroom behaviors 
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can be effectively reduced when only teachers in  the class­
room apply these techniques. 
There were some institutional restrictions· placed 
upon this study by Jefferson Junior High School. The 
use of a control group was prohibited because the I.c.u. 
program was funded by the state of D.lino1s. The amount 
of paper work needed to secure permission to use some 
of the students as a control group made it impractical •. 
.Another limitation was that the subjects were assigned 
to different groups d epending upon.whether their parents 
volunteered and attended the parent training sessions. 
Group I consisted of 28 students whose parents did not 
attend the training sessions. Group II consisted of 12 
students whose parents did attend the training sessions. 
Because of the parent assignment, sex of the subjects 
was ruled out as a variable. 
There was no attempt made to check any of the 
possible parent variables. Future research should consider 
better controls f or the social and token reinforcement 
programs used in  the home by the parents. 
CHAPTER IV 
Summary and Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to continue the investi­
gation of operant conditioning techniques to reduce 
socially unacceptable and inappropriate classroom behavior. 
This study was designed to investigate the usefulness 
of operant conditioning techniques by teachers in  the 
classroom setting and parents in  the home situation. 
The subjects were 26 male and 14 female students from 
the Intensive Care Unit at Jefferson Junior High School 
in  Mattoon, Illinois. This was a program for socially 
maladjusted junior high school students. Subjects were 
assigned to different groups d epending upon whether their 
parents volunteered and attended the parent training 
sessions. Group I consisted ot 14 male and 14 female 
subjects whose parents did not attend the parent training 
sessions. Group II consisted of ten male and two female 
subjects whose parents did attend the parent training 
sessions. 
The teachers involved with this study attended a 
six week in-service training program reviewing the principles 
and procedures of behavior modification. 
The parents of the subjects in Group II were involved 
in  a thre e week training program reviewing the principles 
J3 
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a nd .procedures of be havior modification. The parents 
were then asked to identify what they cons idered in­
appropriate be haviors displayed at home by their c hildren. 
They were then asked to establ ish contingencies using 
social a nd token rei nforcement for appropriate be ha vior. 
Pre-modification basel i ne data was recorded for te n 
days i n  t he classroom for subjects i n  Group I and Group 
II. There were three responses recorded d uring the 
basel ine, talking out, peer talking, and off-task be havior. 
Talking out was def i ned as any verbal ization directed 
toward the teac her, without raising a hand and be ing 
recogni zed by t he teacher. Peer talking was def i ned as 
any unauthorized verbal ization with classmates. Off-task 
responses were defined as any activity t hat was not 
directed toward working at t he students assig ned task, 
e xcluding peer talking and talking out. At t he e nd of the 
ten day pre-modif 1cation basel i ne period the data for 
Group I and Group II were analyzed by t he application 
of the Mann- Whitney U test. No significant differences 
were obtained for the rates of t he three behaviors betwee n 
Group I a nd Group II. 
The modification phase was nine weeks, with social 
and toke n rei nforceme nt being used. All treatment for 
Group I was carried out i n  t he classroom. Treatme nt for 
Group II was carried out i n  the home by their pare nts 
as well as i n  the classroom by the teachers. There was 
an immediate deceleration of t he undesirable be haviors 
under t he modification pro�ed ures .  
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After nine weeks the behavior modif ioation procedures 
were removed from the c ·1assroom. Post-modification base­
·1ine data was recorded for ten consecutive school days. 
The post-modification basel i ne data was anal 7zed b7 t he 
application of the Mann-Whitne7 U test. It is i nteresting 
to . note t hat, Group II had made a more significant reduc­
tion of t he off-task and talking out be haviors than Group 
I .  There was no significant difference between t he groups 
for peer talking behaviors. During this period both groups 
s howed a rise i n  undesirabl e be haviors but Group I I  had 
a more gradual rise t han Group I: 
After t he ten da7 post-modification basel ine, be havior 
modification procedures were reinstated i n  the classroom 
for five days . Both groups s howed a reduction of t he 
undesirabl e be haviors when be havior modification procedures 
were reinstated. 
On t he basi s  of a detailed e xamination of the results 
of this study the fo11·owing conclusions were reac hed: 
1. The immediate d eceleration of undes irable 
be haviors under t he modifications procedures 
and a s ubsequent gradual rise whe n  these 
procedures were removed, and finally a 
decrease whe n t he procedures were re instated 
demonstrates t hat be havior modification 
tec hniques will reduce disrupti ve and 
inappropriate c·1ass room be havior. 
2. The results of this study suggests t hat 
even though there was a reduction of 
peer talking responses, peer talking ma7 
be high17 reinforcing and very strong 
in the subjects repertoire. This may 
a1so suggest that the absence of this 
behavior was not being adequately reinforced. 
3. The resu1ts of this study suggest that 
operant techniques used simultaneously 
by teachers in the classroom and parents 
1n the home wil1 reduce disruptive and 
inappropriate c1assroom behavior. How­
ever, teachers employing these techniques 
can also reduce these undesirable 
behaviors. 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE RECORDING SHEET 
TOTAL __ + __ __  • 
DATE 
NAME HERE 
I 
I I  
NAME HERE 
NAME HERE 
If ' NAME HERE 
i ' 
! 
' 
l ! I I q I l. . .  ! ! I I 
i i  
: I 
OBSERVER. --· 
NAME HERE 
I 
l 
I NAME HERE I 
1 1 
I 
NAME HERE 
NAME HERE 
NAME HERE 
I 
NAME I ERE 
' 
NAME HERE 
NAME HERE 
-- · 
Items 
Movie tickets 
Skating tickets 
Tablets 
Typing paper 
Pocket notebook 
Ruler 
Bic pens 
Eraser 
Pencfls 3 for 
Milk shake 
Candy bar 
Ice cream 
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APPENDIX B 
ITEMS FOR TOKEN EXCHANGE 
School Suppl ies 
Consumables 
Free Time 
One period pass to library 
Free gym time 
Play records 
Points 
200 
200 
60 
60 
50 
40. 
35 
25 
25 
50 
2 5  
2 5  
100 
60 
50 
4J 
APPENDIX C 
PRE-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Baw data -- Number of times talking out was observed in Group I 
Ss 
1 2 4 5 
1 0 1 1 2 1 
2 J 2 0 1 1 
J 2 1 1 2 2 
4 2 1 1 2 1 
5 2 2 1 O · 1 
6 1 1 4 0 0 
7 2 J 2 1 2 
8 0 0 1 2 2 
9 1 2 1 1 2 
10 1 1 1 1 J 
11 1 J 2 1 1 
12 2 3 1 1 1 
13 1 1 0 0 1 
14 2 2 0 2 1 
15 1 0 0 0 3 
16 2 J 1 1 1 
17 0 1 0 1 2 
Days 
6 ? 8 9 
1 J 1 1 
2 1 1 2 
1 2 2 1 
1 J 0 J 
1 1 J 1 
1 2 0 1 
2 1 1 1 
2 2 1 1 
J 1 1 2 
2 1 2 2 
2 2 0 2 
1 1 2 1 
1 2 1 1 
J 1 2 J 
1 2 2 � 
2 1 2 1 
1 1 1 1 
10·  
2 
1 
J 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
Subject 
Total 
13 
14 
1? 
1 5 
. 14 
12 
16 
1J 
15  
16 
15  
14 
10 
17 
12 
16 
9 
' j44 
APPENDIX e.--Cont1nued 
Raw data -- Number of times talking out was observed in Group I 
Ss Iays 
1 2 4 5 
18 2 1 2 1 1 
19 1 1 J J 2 
20 1 0 1 1 2 
21 1 2 1 2 1 
22 0 2 0 1 1 
2J 0 1 4 1 1 
24 3 1 1 2 1 
25 2 J 1 4 J 
26 1 0 1 2 2 
27 1 1 0 1 1 
28 0 0 1 0 2 
6 7 8 9 
2 2 1 1 
1 1 2 2 
1 1 1 0 
2 1 2 2 
1 0 2 2 
1 1 2 J 
1 2 2 0 
2 3 2 2 
J 1 3 1 
2 0 1 1 
2 1 2 1 
10 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
J 
1 
2 
Subject 
Total 
14 
17 
10 
14 
10 
15 
14 
2J 
. 17 
9 
11 
36 38 J2 37 41 45 40 42 40 41 392 
DAILY TOT.AL GRAND TOT.AL 
Baw data 
Ss 
1 
1 1 
2 2 
J 2 
4 4 
5 1 
6 2 
7 J 
8 2 
9 5 
10 1 
11  2 
12 2 
13 0 
14 2 
15 2 
16 J 
17 J 
APPENDIX C 
PRE-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Number of times Peer talking was observed 1n Group I 
Days 
2 4 5 6 
2 2 1 2 2 
1 1 1 2 1 
1 1 0 2 2 
2 J 4 J J 
2 1 2 . 2 2 
2 2 2 J J 
4 1 1 2 2 
1 2 2 1 J 
4 J J 2 4 
J 0 1 1 2 
1 1 2 1 1 
2 2 1 2 2 
1 0 2 J 1 
1 5 J 2 2 
1 2 1 J 2 
2 1 1 J 2 
2 0 J J 4 
7 8 9 
1 1 1 
1 2 2 
1 1 1 
1 2 1 
2 1 2 
1 2 1 
2 1 1 
2 2 2 
2 2 2 
J 2 2 
J 2 J 
2 1 1 
2 1 2 
1 2 3 
2 2 1 
J 1 2 
2 4 2 
10 
1 
1 
J 
2 
2 
J 
2 
J 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
J 
Subject 
Total 
14 
14 
14 
2 .5 
. 17 
21 
19 
20 
28 
17 
17 
17 
lJ 
2J 
17 
20 
26 
46 
APPENDIX C--Cont1nued 
Baw data -- Number of times peer talking was observed 1n Group I 
Ss Days 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 8  1 4 1 2 2 
19 2 1 1 2 J 
20 2 0 1 2 0 
21 1 1 1 1 1 
22 2 2 2 0 2 
2J 1 1 2 J 1 
24 0 2 2 1 2 
25 1 1 0 1 J 
26 1 2 1 1 J 
27 0 0 1 1 1 
28 3 2 1 2 2 
6 7 8 
1 4 2 
2 2 4 
1 J J 
2 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 J 1 
1 2 2 
1 2 2 
1 1 0 
1 J J 
2 1 2 
9 
1 
2 
4 
J 
2 
1 
2 
J 
3 
1 
2 
10 
J 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
J 
Subject 
Total 
21 
21 
18 
14 
16 
16 
16 
17 
15 
12 
20 
51 48 40 46 57 53 56 50 5J 54 508 
DAILY TOTAL G�D TO�AL 
147 
APPENDIX C 
PRE-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Raw data -- Number of times off-task was observed in  Group I 
Ss 
1 2 4 
1 2 4 4 2 
2 3 4 4 4 
3 4 2 2 3 
4 2 4 3 1 
5 1 2 2 1 
6 J 4 1 4 
7 3 0 3 4 
8 1 3 3 4 
9 1 1 1 4 
10 2 1 2 2 
11 2 1 J 2 
12 2 1 2 4 
13 1 2 0 3 
14 0 3 1 3 
1 5  1 2 2 2 
16 0 1 2 1 
17 1 4 0 J 
Days 
5 6 
2 3 
3 4 
4 3 
1 3 
4 3 
4 2 
4 J 
J 2 
J 1 
l 3 
J 2 
1 J 
J 2 
4 2 
2 1 
2 2 
J J 
7 
2 
3 
2 
4 
J 
J 
4 
2 
3 
2 
J 
0 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
8 9 
3 J 
2 2 
2 2 
3 2 
2 1 
J 3 
2 1 
2 1 
3 3 
3 2 
J J 
4 4 
1 2 
2 2 
J J 
2 1 
1 1 
Subject 
Total 
10 
1 26 
2 Jl 
; 27 
J 26 
1 20 
2 29 
3 27 
2 2J 
J 2J 
4 22 
3 2 5  
2 2J 
1 17 
1 20 
2 19 
2 1 5  
1 20 
48 
APPENDIX C--Continued 
Baw aata -- Number of times of.f-task was observed in Group I 
Ss 
1 2 4 
18 1 2 3 4 
19 1 3 1 3 
20 1 3 J 4 
21 1 1 2 3 
22 0 1 4 J 
2J 2 J 2 J 
24 1 1 ) ) 
25 1 2 5 2 
26 0 1 1 4 -
27 1 1 2 3 
28 1 2 2 4 
Days 
5 6 
5 1 
3 3 
4 2 
2 3 
1 4 
1 3 
2 4 
2 4 
J 1 
2 3 
3 3 
7 
2 
3 
2 
. J 
2 
2 
2 
2 
J 
4 
4 
8 9 
1 3 
1 2 
1 1 
3 3 
0 4 
4 2 
2 4 
4 0 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
39 59 6J 8J 7 5  73 70 67 65 
DAILY TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 
Sub ject 
Total 
10 
J 2 5  
2 22 
J 24 
J 24 
4 2J 
3 25 
J 25 
4 26 
2 . 1 9  
J 27 
3 JO 
69 66J 
APPENDIX D 
PRE-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Haw data -- Number of times talking out was observed in Group II 
Ss I8;ys Subject 
Total 
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 0 2 1 14 
2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 13 
3 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 16 
4 2 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 2 2 13 
5 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 3 ' 14 
6 2 J 1 1 2 2 J 2 2 2 20 
7 1 1 1 2 3 2 0 2 3 2 1 7  
8 0 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 12 
9 J J 1 J 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 7  
1 0  2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 14 
11 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 5  
12 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 13 
17 20 1 5  20 17 18 19 1 5  19 18 178 
DAILY TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 
50 
APPENDIX D 
PRE-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Raw data -- Number of times Peer talking was observed 1n Group II 
Ss Days Subject 
Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
1 2 2 2 2 1 3 0 2 .3 1 18 
2 2 .3 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 18 
3 3 0 2 1 0 2 2 2 2 2 16 
4 3 3 1 3 3 3 .3 1 1 1 22 
5 2 3 2 .3 1 3 2 2 2 2 . 22 
6 1 2 1 .3 1 2 J 2 2 2 19 
7 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 20 
8 3 J 1 3 J 2 2 J 1 J 24 
9 3 3 2 2 1 J 1 1 2 1 19 
10 J 2 0 1 3 2 J 2 3 1 20 
11 2 J 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 1 5  
12 2 3 2 2 J 1 2 1 J 3 22 
28 JO 17 25 21 26 24 20 25 19 235 
' 
DAILY TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 
51 
APPENDIX D 
PRE-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Baw data -- Number of times off-task was observed 1n Group II 
Ss 
1 2 4 
1 5 2 1 0 
2 4 2 4 J 
.J 4 4 4 2 
4 J 2 4 2 
5 0 2 3 4 
6 3 2 5 J 
7 0 J 2 4 
8 J 2 3 2 
9 2 2 1 2 
10 0 4 J J 
11  J 2 2 3 
12 4 3 J 0 
Iays 
5 6 
2 J 
J 4 
2 4 
1 2 
1 1 
J 1 
1 J 
2 2 
2 2 
0 2 
1 J 
2 2 
? 8 
J 4 
3 3 
2 4 
4 J 
J 3 
2 2 
4 J 
0 1 
2 3 
2 0 
J 3 
2 J 
9 
J 
J 
1 
2 
4 
3 
0 
J 
1 
1 
J 
2 
Subject 
10 Total 
4 27 
2 Jl 
4 Jl 
J 26 
1 ' 22 
1 25 
J 2J 
1 19 
2 19 
J 18 
J 26 
2 2J 
31 JO 35 28 20 29 JO 32 26 29 290 
DAILY TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 
52 
APPENDIX E 
POST-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Raw data -- Number or times talking out was observed in Group I 
Ss Days Sub ject 
Total 
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 10 
2 1 0 1 1 1 J 1 2 1 2 13 
3 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 14 
4 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 12 
5 1 1 3 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 . 13 
6 0 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 0 11  
7 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 1 2 11 
8 2 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 12 
9 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 8 
10 0 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 3  
11  1 1 2 3 1 2 0 1 1 1 12 
12 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 11 
13 1 1 2 2 ' 1 4 1 1 0 1 14 
14 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 15 
15 0 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 0 2 13 
16 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 3 16 
17 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 16 
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 12 
53 
APPENDIX E--Continued 
Raw data -- Number of times talking out was observed 1n Group I 
Sa 
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
19 1 1 1 J 2 1 1 1 2 1 
20 0 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 J 
21 1 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
22 1 0 2 4 J 1 2 0 2 1 
2J 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 
24 0 0 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
25 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 
26 1 0 2 2 1 2 J 1 2 1 
27 1 1 J 1 · 2 1 J 1 J J 
28 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 
19 22 35 46 41 44 39 J8 37 41 
DAILY TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 
Sub ject 
Total 
14 
1'4 
11 
16 
12 
12 
11  
15  
19 
11  
J62 
54 
APPENDIX E 
POST-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Raw data -- Number or times peer talking was observed 1n Group I 
Ss Da;rs 
1 2 4 5 
1 2 1 2 3 2 
2 1 1 1 1 1 
J 0 1 2 2 2 
4 2 1 2 3 J 
5 1 1 1 1 · 2 
6 1 1 0 2 2 
7 1 1 1 1 J 
8 1 1 2 2 2 
9 2 1 1 1 J 
10 1 1 1 1 2 
11  0 2 1 2 2 
12 2 1 1 1 1 
13 1 1 0 2 1 
14 1 1 2 1 2 
15 1 1 1 2 2 
16 1 1 1 1 J 
17 1 1 1 1 3 
18 1 1 1 2 1 
6 7 8 
2 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
J 1 2 
0 2 2 
1 1 1 
1 2 1 
1 1 1 
2 1 J 
3 J J 
2 1 3 
J J 2 
2 2 J 
2 2 2 
J 2 3 
2 1 2 
1 1 1 
1 2 2 
9 10 
2 1 
1 2 
1 1 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 1 
1 2 
J 2 
1 J 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
Sub ject 
Total 
17 
11 
12 
17 
12 
11  
14 
13 
18 
18 
16 
19 
16 
17 
17 
14 
14 
15 
.55 
APPENDIX E--Cont1nued 
Baw data -- Number of times pe.:er·:.:.�lking was observed in Group I 
Sa Days 
1 2 J 4 5 
19 1 1 J 1 2 
20 1 1 1 1 2 
21 0 1 2 1 1 
22 1 1 1 1 1 
2J 1 1 1 1 1 
24 1 1 2 2 0 
2 5  1 2 4 0 1 
26 1 1 2 1 1 
27 0 1 1 1 · 1 
28 1 2 1 J 2 
6 7 . 8 
2 1 2 
1· .. �- J 1 
J 2 3 
J 2 J 
2 1 2 
2 1 2 
1 1 1 
1 2 2 
2 1 1 
2 3 2 
9 1 0  
J J 
1 J 
2 2 
2 J 
3 2 
2 2 
2 3 
J 2 
4 1 
3 2 
Sub ject 
Total 
19 
1 5  
17 
18 
1 5  
1 5  
16 
16 
13 
21 
28 31 39 41 49 48 45 52 53 50 4J6 
DAILY TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 
56 
APPENDIX E 
POST-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Baw data -- number of times off-task was observed in Group I 
Ss 
1 2 3 4 
1 1 0 1 1 
2 1 1 0 1 
3 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 
5 0 1 1 1 · 
6 1 1 J J 
7 1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 1 
9 1 0 1 1 
10 2 2 2 2 
11 1 1 2 2 
12 1 1 0 1 
13 2 1 1 1 
14 1 1 0 0 
15 1 1 0 0 
16 1 1 0 1 
17 1 1 1 2 
18 2 1 2 0 
Iays 
5 6 
1 2 
1 1 
1 1 
0 1 
2 1 
1 1 
1 2 
1 1 
1 0 
J 1 
1 4 
2 2 
1 2 
1 1 
2 1 
4 1 
2 2 
1 1 
7 
1 · 
1 
2 
J 
2 
1 
2 
1 
0 
J 
2 
J 
J 
2 
J 
2 
3 
1 
8 9 
) J 
1 2 
1 2 
2 1 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
3 J 
3 J 
1 1 
1 J 
2 3 
3 2 
2 3 
3 1 
3 4 
2 3 
J 3 
Subject 
Total 
10 
2 
2 
J 
2 
2 
J 
1 
2 
J 
13 
11 
14 
lJ 
12 
18 
12 
15 
1J 
J ·20 
2 19 
J 18 
2 18 
2 13 
3 15 
2 19 
2 1 9  
J 17 
57 
APPENDIX E--Cont1nued 
Raw data -- Number of times off-task was observed 1n Group I 
Sa 
1 2 J 4 5 
19 1 1 1 1 1 
20 2 1 l 1 2 
21 2 1 1 1 1 
22 1 0 2 1 2 
23 1 2 4 2 2 
24 2 1 1 3 1 
2 5  1 1 1 2 0 
26 1 1 1 1 1 
27 1 0 0 1 1 
28 0 1 1 0 2 
6 7 8 9 
J 2 2 2 
J 2 1 3 
2 1 2 1 
2 2 2 1 
1 3 � 3 
1 2 2 2 
2 J 3 J 
2 2 J J 
2 1 2 2 
4 2 2 J 
Sub ject 
Total 
10 
2 16 
2 18 
1 13 
J 16 
2 23 
2 17 
J 19 
J 18 
J 1 3 
· 3  18 
32 26 Jl JJ 39 47 5 5  57 64 . 66 450 
DAILY TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 
.58 
APPENDIX F 
POST-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Raw data -- Number of times talking out was observed in Group II 
Ss 
1 
2 
3 
4 
.5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 2 J 
1 1 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 2 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
7 10 10 
DAILY TOTAL 
Days 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 1 1 1 1 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 
O · 1 2 0 1 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 2 2 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
9 11  12 10 12 14 
10 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
16 
Sub ject 
Total 
11 
10 
9 
10 
10 
10 
8 
8 
9 
7 
10 
9 
111 
GRAND TOTAL 
59 
APPENDIX F 
POST-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Raw data -- Number or times peer talking was observed 1n Group I I  
Ss Lays 
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 1 1 1 1 1 J 2 2 1 
2 0 2 2 1 1 1 J 2 1 
3 1 2 0 2 1 1 J 2 2 
4 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
5 1 1 1 1 · 2 3 1 J 3 
6 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 
7 1 1 0 1 1 J 2 1 3 
8 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 
9' 2 1 0 1 1 3 1 2 1 
10 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 
11 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 2 
12 1 2 2 1 2 2 J 2 3 
12 17 13 17 18 26 25 23 24 
DAILY TOTAL 
10 
1 
J 
J 
2 
4 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
26 
Sub ject 
Total 
14 
16 
17 
17 . 
20 
18 
14 
16 
15 
19 
16 
19 
201 
GRAND TOTAL 
60 
APPENDIX F 
POST-MODIFICATION BASELINE 
Baw data -- Number of times off-task was observed in Group I I  
Ss 
1 2 3 4 
1 0 0 2 2 
2 1 1 1 2 
3 0 1 1 0 
4 0 0 1 0 
.5 0 1 2 1 · 
6 0 1 2 1 
7 1 1 J 1 
8 1 0 1 1 
9 0 1 0 1 
10 0 1 1 0 
11 1 0 1 2 
12 1 1 0 1 
De.ys 
5 6 
2 2 
2 2 
1 2 
1 1 
2 1 
1 1 
2 1 
2 1 
1 2 
2 1 
2 2 
2 1 
7 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
8 9 
1 3 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
2 1 
1 3 
2 1 
1 2 
1 2 
2 1 
3 1 
2 2 
5 8 1 5  12 20 17 1 9  20 21 
DAILY TOTAL 
Sub ject 
Total 
10 
1 1 5  
3 17 
2 11 
3 11 
2 . 13 
2 14 
2 16 
2 13 
2 12 
2 1 1  
1 1 5  
2 1 3  
24 161 
GRAND TOTAL 
